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The authorities of India desires to woody with making societal media accountable. 

Recently, Union IT curate Ashwini Vaishnaw stated that societal media is simply a 

“very almighty medium” and however you tin marque it accountable is “a precise 

valid question”. He further added that an ecosystem is being created the satellite 

implicit and successful India. Also Read – Former Google CEO Eric Schmidt 

unimpressed by Mark Zuckerberg’s exemplary of metaverse 

Self-regulation is simply a superior measurement wrong the way of creating societal 

media accountable, adopted by concern regulation, aft which authorities rules, stated 

the Union Minister of Railways, Communication and Electronics & Information 

Technology. Also Read – Instagram is readying to ditch video people successful 

favour of Reels: Report 

“Social media is simply a precise almighty medium. Social media has a large power 

connected our lives. How to marque it accountable has go a precise valid question 

crossed the globe. All crossed the globe, countries and societies are moving 

successful the absorption of making societal media accountable,” helium stated 

whereas interacting with media individuals connected the sideline of a 

programme. Also Read – US FCC commissioner desires Apple, Google to 

instrumentality distant TikTok from app shops 

How tin societal media beryllium held accountable 

Queried connected methods to marque societal media accountable, the curate 

stated measurement 1 is self-regulation. 

“Any specified contented that creates a harmful interaction connected nine should 

beryllium removed. Next comes manufacture regulation, and thereafter the 

authorities regulation,” helium added. 

“Everywhere crossed the globe and adjacent successful our country, an ecosystem, a 

thought process, is being created to marque societal media accountable,” Vaishnaw 

stated aft interacting with the startups and assemblage students astatine 

Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India (EDII). 
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He additionally highlighted the necessity for a “fair system” the spot the contented 

worldly creator volition get his dues erstwhile the societal media platforms similar 

Facebook reap advantages by sharing it. 

An idiosyncratic who works arduous to make contented worldly besides needs to get 

the nett and portion of the income if societal media similar Facebook advantages, 

helium stated. “Such a reasoning is besides gaining hold,” the curate added. 

“So, however to make a just system, due to the fact that this (social media) is precise 

large progress. How everybody becomes a portion of this progress, and however it 

becomes accountable — works are being done apace connected these issues crossed 

the globe,” helium stated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




